Unlock innovation
with Platform.sh
The marketplace changes at a dizzying pace. And every time you think you can finally
slow down and catch your breath, the changes start coming at you twice as fast. The only
hope for keeping up with the pace of change is to match it with your pace of innovation.

But the resources you need to continually update your application and website offerings
are being eaten up by infrastructure costs. Every dollar you spend on hardware, licensing,
and management is one less dollar you can spend on building exciting new experiences for
your customers.

Platform.sh is the end-to-end web platform that unlocks your ability to innovate. With
Platform.sh, you no longer have to waste your time and money on building and managing
core infrastructure. We take care of your multicloud hosting, management, and operations
needs, freeing you to focus on creating and improving your products.

“

Platform.sh enables us to use a single solution
provider for all the different technologies and
approaches we use for our projects.”
‑ Rainer Friederich
CTO and Managing Partner // WONDROUS

The Platform.sh payoff
• Sharpen your competitive edge through faster delivery, higher
reliability, and a greater quality of services
• Open up new revenue streams by delivering on digital
transformation initiatives
• Rev up your efficiency by consolidating tools
• Demolish collaboration roadblocks so your teams can work at full speed

Innovation made easy
Platform.sh doesn’t require a massive investment to get started. It
works right out of the box, so you can immediately begin building
world-class digital experiences. We support not only the languages,
architectures, and frameworks that are popular today, but the ones that
will revolutionize development tomorrow, keeping you innovating for
years to come. And Platform.sh will never lock you into outdated tools.

Migrate now, scale later
With Platform.sh, you can migrate your current applications without
re-creating them. And you can scale your data services as you see fit.
Start with the core features you need, then grow your services as your
organization and customers demand.

Contact us today to learn more about how Platform.sh can
help you keep pace in a rapidly changing marketplace.

